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Sample clouds in a strong cold air outbreak over sea ice close to the MIZ and open water
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Overview:
The flight objective was to characterize a cold air outbreak along the main wind direction, which was
almost exact 0°. Therefore, we followed the 5°E longitude between 78° 20’ N and 81°N. First the
clouds were sampled by a remote sensing leg of about 1.5 hours including 4 dropsondes. Over the
sea ice at 81°N, where only over leads sea fog was present, a first staircase was flown. Surprisingly in
the low levels ice crystals were observed at one edge of the leg. The surface along the leg was rather
closed sea ice with a larger lead close by at the eastern end. Continuing south the surface inversion
was sampled by 3 saw tooth pattern. A second staircase was flown right at the sea ice edge, where
first thick convective clouds developed and the sea ice fraction was about 50%. Temperature in the
cold air outbreak were below -20°C producing strong convection over the open water. We finished
the flight with a saw tooth in a larger distance to the sea ice edge and a calibration pattern for the
MiRAC radar.

Weather situation as observed during the flight (compare to forecast)
The persistent low south-east of Svalbard continued to shuffle cold air in southerly direction (wind
direction almost exactly 0° which is perfectly perpendicular to the sea ice edge). The temperatures in
the cold air outbreak have been down to -20 to -25°C. Some moisture in higher levels are predicted to
cause mid-level and high clouds in north-westerly region of the flight. ECMWF predicted typical rollconvection clouds over the open ocean. Over the sea ice, little clouds had been forecasted in low levels.
This picture was similar to the observations during the flight. Over open ocean we found convective
clouds with strongly heterogeneous cloud tops likely caused by the strong updrafts over the warm

ocean. Over sea ice no closed low-level clouds were present. Only in leads sea fog developed but clouds
evaporated quickly. Nevertheless, the particle probes did observe ice crystals in low levels. The high
level clouds also have been very prominent in the northern area. They frequently covered the Sun and
significantly reduced the incoming solar radiation at the surface (large shadowed areas).

ECMW prediction of clouds—horizontal

ECMW prediction of clouds—vertical

ECMW prediction of wind 950 hPa

Flight pattern
WP1:
WP2:
WP3:
DS#1:
DS#2:
DS#3:
DS#4:

78° 20’ N 5° 0’ E
81° 00’ N 5° 0’ E
79° 55’ N 5° 0’ E
78° 20’ N 5° 0’ E
79° 00’ N 5° 0’ E
79° 40’ N 5° 0’ E
81° 20’ N 5° 0’ E

L-shaped flight pattern with WP1, WP2 defining the north-south leg. From LYR to WP1 remote
sensing at 10.000 ft was performed across the roll pattern of the cloud streets. This is continued
parallel to the mean wind direction between WP1-WP2 releasing dropsondes every 40 NM. At WP2 a
staircase was flown (200 ft, 400 ft, 600 ft, 1000 ft, 2000 ft, 3000 ft). Between WP2 and WP3 (chosen
in the MIZ), three low saw tooth pattern with 5min horizontal lags at 200\,ft were performed. At
WP3 another staircase with (200 ft, 400 ft, 800 ft, 1600 ft) inside the clouds was flown. After that we
added another full saw tooth pattern into the cloud layer and headed back to LYR at 10.000ft. This
leg was used to perform a calibration of the Radar with roll and pitch maneuvers.

More Satellite images
The satellite images illustrate the bands of mid-high-level clouds which influenced the area at WP2.

Instrument Status
Polar 5
Basis data acquisition
Nose Boom
MiRAC-A
MiRAC-P
AMALi
SMART
Eagle/Hawk
Sun Photometer
Polar Nephelometer
2D-S
CAPS
PIP
Drop Sondes

4 launched

Detailed Flight Log (all times in UTC)
LYR-WP1: 10.000 ft 160kn
- 09:02 UTC: we hit the small cumulus cloud in the Fjord close to the airport
- 09:16 UTC: cirrus above
- 09:20 UTC: mid-levels clouds all over the place  skip radiation square

WP1-WP2: 10.000 ft 160 kn
- 09:45 UTC: DS#1 – cloud top at 1200 m
- 09:50 UTC: no cirrus in front of Sun
Low level clouds are very inhomogeneous

- 09:59 UTC:
- 10:04 UTC:
-

DS#2 – cloud top at 1200 m (4000ft)
still no cirrus in front of the sun (Some cirrus present east and west of the flight
track)
DS#3

-

no clouds above sea ice
DS#4 – inversion height at about 600 ft altitude

WP2 – Staircase: 200/400/600/1000/2000/3000 ft at 100kn
- leg 1:
only closed sea ice
Lots of cirrus/mid-level clouds  sunny and shadow areas
More hazy at the western end and further on  observing ice crystals
- leg 3:
cirrus still hiding the Sun
Still more hazy at the western end  observing ice crystals
- leg 4:
no ice crystals anymore in this altitude
WP2 – WP3: saw tooth between 200-1500 ft: 3x 5min leg at 200 ft (100 kn)
- upper altitude was adapted to temperature inversion which seemed to increase toward south
- at leg 2: broken ice flows
- trubulence and ice crystals appear below ~ 600 ft
- we did cross some leads
WP3 – Staircase: 200/400/800/1600 ft at 100kn
- sea ice cover about 50%
- cloud top very variable between 1200 ft
Even at 1600 ft we two/three times touched a cloud top
WP3 – WP1: Saw tooth + 5 min at 200 ft (100 kn)
- cloud based did not touch the surface
- still a lot of sea fog
- occasionally precipitation (snow shower)

- cloud top at 3600 ft at the end of the climb
 to LYR at 10.000 ft (160 kn)  Calibration pattern for MiRAC
- 3x pitch maneuver
- 3-5x roll maneuver (first rolls were too fast)
- 3x changing altitude

Comments
-----

Quicklooks
Drop Sondes
The drop sondes show the typical pattern of an cold air outbreak. The first two profiles show a well
mixed boundary layer with constant potential temperature up to 1250 m altitude. Between those
two sondes, the temperature only slightly descreased. The third sonde was very close to the sea ice
edge and shows the influence of the sea ice and shows a slow and deep inversion. The last profile is
measured in the cloud free area over sea ice and is characterized by the cold surface inversion at
about 300 m altitude.

MIRAC
Flight section of the Radar calibration with roll and pitch maneuvers. During the calibration,
the clouds of the cold air outbreak were present. At the end of the leg, approaching the cost
of Svalbard, the low clouds got thinner and some midlevel clouds showed up in the radar
signal.
Radar relfectivity (dBz)

Brightness temperatures 89 GhZ (K)

Radar relfectivity (dBz)

Brightness temperatures 89 GhZ (K)

AMALI
The lidar backscatter signal shows the decreasing cloud top height with distance to the sea
ice edge. From 10:20 so visible clouds have been observed, but the Lidar shows some
enhanced backscatter in the lowest latitudes.

EAGLE/HAWK
The Eagle/Hawk sequence was acquired over open ocean at 13:42 UTC. The clouds show
strong horizontal variability with large gaps (low radiance). The phase index shows rather
high values at the cloud top indicating the production of ice crystals.

Microphysics
Interesting to see, that in the first “cloud-free” stair case pattern, ice crystals have been
observed, but only in the lowest legs. This might be from sea fog over leads although no
leads have been passed directly during this leg.

